PSHCE & SRE


Value: Honesty.



Changing Me.

Creating pictures and spreadsheets.



KS1 – Term 6

P.E.

Computing


Real PE.



Sports Day Practise: Athletics.

All About Me!

English cc History


Identifying ways in which they have changed
since they were a baby by looking at a baby

English cc Science

photograph of themselves.


Reflecting upon significant events within their
living memory.



Music


Writing an ‘All About Me’ poem.

Garage Band (Ipads).

Identifying, naming and drawing parts of the human body.



Identifying which part of the body is associated with which sense.



Learning what humans need to survive.

Science

Science cc Geography
Identifying and naming a variety of common wild and garden plants,







Learning how animals obtain their food from plants and other animals, using the idea
of a simple food chain.

including deciduous and evergreen trees.
Identifying and describing the basic structure of a variety of common



Understanding that animals including humans have offspring which grow into adults.

flowering plants, including trees



Finding out what type of habitats are most suitable for specific animals and plants.



Observing and describing how seeds and bulbs grow into mature plants.



Observing and describing how seeds and bulbs grow into mature plants.



Describing how plants need water, light and a suitable temperature to



Describing how plants need water, light and a suitable temperature to grow and stay



grow and stay healthy, and describe the impact of changing these.

French


Learning French names for
body parts.



Introducing animal names.

healthy, and describe the impact of changing these.

Geography


Using simple maps of the local area, including simple keys,
symbols and compass directions.



Using simple fieldwork and observational skills to study the
geography of our school and its grounds.

R.E.


How should we care for others
and the world?



Why does it matter?

English cc Design Technology


Making healthy pizzas.



Writing instructions.

